
Leland Benedict
Art Direction & Design Leadership

Experience

FanDuel March 2019 - Present
Senior Designer New York, NY
 
At FanDuel I develop and lead the creative for sports and betting campaigns. 
From internally driven initiatives that integrate into our products to external 
partnerships that harmonize with recognized brands. Each proposal requires 
discussions with stakeholders and copywriters to align on our aspiration. 
I use my design experience to generate tailored artwork that fulfills that 
objective and can streamline into a design system that will translate 
through the numerous digital, print, and animated spots that vary across 
engagements. I then delegate the larger production of these elements to a 
team of designers who I oversee in maintaining the integrity of the campaign 
while bridging the gap between the marketing and product teams.

Madwell Feb 2013 - March 2019
Senior Designer Brooklyn, NY
 
I began my time at Madwell as an intern in a single room occupied by all 11 
of the company’s employees. With limited resources, each employee had to 
wear multiple hats and learn diverse disciplines. Over 6 years, we created 
sought after work that allowed us to expanded to over 100 employees in 
2 offices in the U.S. and an international office in Hong Kong. This growth 
allowed me to focus on the ideation and art direction of 360° campaigns 
while maintaining the foundational and holistic skill set I built during the 
company’s time as a small shop. Branding, print and digital design, large 
social pushes, storyboarding, photo/video shoot direction, and experiential 
stunts were among my core responsibilities. 

Mcgarrybowen Jan - Feb 2012
Internship New York, NY

Contact

lelandbenedict.com 
lelandbenedict@gmail.com
302 • 379 • 8393

Jersey City

Strengths

Design

Art direction
Branding & style guides
Digital & print layout
Web design & user flow
Experiential concepts & design
Illustration
Mechanical file creation 

Hard Skills

Illustrator
Photoshop
InDesign
Basic Premiere Pro & After Effects
Essential HTML & CSS

Soft Skills

Adept communicator 
High level of professionalism
Strong time management skills
Deadline savvy
Highly organized
Adaptable
Keen problem solving capabilities
Eagle Scout

Education

University of Delaware Visual Communications
B.A. 2008 - 2012

I studied under several celebrated and extremely talented professors 
who taught the fundamentals of idea generation, design, advertising, and 
illustration. They instilled the importance of developing a personal process 
for solving the challenges that we would face in our future careers. The 
curriculum was enhanced through collaborative learning opportunities 
amongst the exclusive group of classmates admitted to the School of  
Visual Communications.


